DINEX Sprints For Better Service!
Dinex supplies the following product groups:

SMT Equipment Spare parts At the time of Aristotle when the invention of spoke wheel had already happened,

Consumables -

the solution had long time already existed for many questions.
These milestones in increasing understanding and consequently human development have helped the establishment of first quality control systems, creating the
beginning of the existent high-tech productions nowadays. At first some people
with ideas were rejected, later they were vindicated.
All these and other famous inventors around the world had given light to correlations ever existing before but unknown to human nature at the time.
Ever since Dinex has put foothold on the SMT electronics market we have been
striving to offer outstanding solutions to our customers worldwide who have
achieved noticeable advancements with our solutions.
Since its establishment in 2007 the company has gone through many changes,
especially during the 2008 period when the business climate had been worsened
by the global economic setback. After 2011 the global economy got back on track
again.
Amongst our customers can be found both largest development & manufacturing
corporations and small-to-medium EMS providers. According to Dinex’s philosophy
a seamless good relationship between supplier and end-users is vital to ensuring
synergy between them, thus, our processes have been optimized for best service to
our customers. It is no coincidence that our suppliers are the best in their respective field, we provide good quality products paired with good service.
In addition to our offers, machines and materials in short supply can occasionally
be allocated.
We are aware of the fact that new capital equipment purchase entails large investments thus we usually offer the most suitable equipment to our customer’s budget.
In regard to the changing market needs we try to react accordingly as our corporate vision depicts openness for future developments, said the company’s sales
manager. New equipment are planned to be acquired in our portfolio thereafter
offered to customers.
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